
MATH 252 (PHILLIPS): WRITTEN HOMEWORK 5.

This homework is due on Canvas on Friday 5 February 2021 (week 5), at 10:00 pm.
All the requirements in the sheet on general instructions for homework apply. In particular, show your work

(unlike WeBWorK), give exact answers (not decimal approximations), and use correct notation. (See the web
page on notation.) Be sure your Canvas submission is a single file, and that the file name contains no spaces,
parentheses, or other disallowed characters.

1. (10 points.) Find the area between the parabola x = y2 and the line y = 2− x.

2. (10 points.) Find ∫
1

4x2 + 4x + 10
dx.

Hint: Complete the square in the denominator to find a substitution which reduces this integral to
∫

1
u2+1 du.

3. (7 points/part.) Use a suitable substitution to convert each of the following integrals into one involving only
integer powers of the standard trigonometric functions. Do not evaluate the resulting integrals.

a.

∫
(9− x2)−3/2 dx, for −3 < x < 3.

b.

∫
(1 + 9x2)3/2 dx.

c.

∫
1√

x2 − 4
dx, for x > 2.

4. (9 points.) A postmodern monument consists of a flat slab of concrete shaped like the region between the
x-axis and the parabola y = 4 − x2, when the coordinates are measured in yards. It is to be painted with a
mixture of pale green paint and pale purple paint, with the proportions of the two colors varying across the
concrete, but using one quart of paint per square yard of surface. At distance y yards from the straight side
(corresponding to the x-axis in the description above), the concrete is painted with 1− y

4 quarts of pale green
paint per square yard and y

4 quarts of pale purple paint per square yard. Set up an integral which represents
the total amount of pale green paint needed for this monument. Include an explanation. Don’t try to evaluate
the integral. (For an extra point: Which part of this monument is the ugliest?)
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